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An investigation of local scour at the base of flip 
buckets was conducted using gravel as the bed. material with 
a spillway model having an ogee-typo weir, an 8" bucket r adiu.<
and a flip-bucket angle of Data obtained from previous
studies made with a flip-bucket angle of 30"’ has also been 
incorporated,
Empirical equations are presented for maximum depth of 
scour, intermediate depth of scour along a radius vector 
originating at the point of maximum scour, radius vector long 
at bed level every 30° and jet trajectory length.
id. i
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NO ME i EC latlire
Q Discharge in cubic feet per seconds
q Discharge in cubic feet per second per foot
width of spi1Iray.
Dm Maximum depth of scour in ft.
D Intermediate depth of scour in ft,
d Nominal particle size of bed material in ft,
H Difference in elevation between upstream and
tailwater level in ft,
h Depth of tailwater In ft.
dip Difference in elevation between spillway lip
and tailwater level in ft.
04 Flip bucket angle in radians,
Vs Velocity in feet per second, at a section
through the point of maximum scour action,
g Acceleration due,to gravity in ft/sec ",
Q Density in lb sec^/fty.
p
fJ Dynamic viscosity in lb sec/ft".
Lj Total jet trajectory length in ft.
Jjp Horizontal jet trajectory length in air in ft,
Horizontal jet trajectory length in water in ft.
B Spillway width in ft,
R Radius of the flip bucket In ft.
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R)S> . Length of the radius vector at &  degrees in ft,
r Distance of any point measured along any radius
vector outwards in ft,'
6“ Angle of jet entry into tailwater with respect to
the horizontal in degrees.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Use of Flip Duckets
Trajectory or flip-bucket devices are used as energy 
dissipators at the foot of open spillways when tailwater 
levels in the stilling basin are insufficient for hydraulic 
jump formation. The■bucket deflects the high velocity flows 
as a jet which dissipates energy in flight and lands a safe 
distance downstream where riverbed damage will not endanger 
the spillway structure. It is often used in high spillways 
as it is more economical than a deep and expensive hydraulic 
jump-type stilling basin and where hydraulic characteristics 
of the downstream channel are not stable enough for accurate 
predictions of tailwater depths in the stilling basin,
1.2 Bucket■Angle
The angle of the bucket with respect to the horizontal 
affects the amount of energy dissipated in flight, the distance 
the jet will land downstream from the spillway and the 
maximum depth of scour in the riverbed. As the’ trajectory 
length Increases the jet lands furtner downstream from the 
spillway thereby Increasing energy dissipation through longer 
interaction of the jet with the air, With a greater exit angle
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
the jet enters the tailwater- at a steeper angle thereby 
increasing the vertical velocity component and directing the 
scouring action deeper into the channel* The net effect of
a steeper cngle entry into the tailwater on the scour hole 
configuration is to increase the maximum depth of scour and 
to decrease the horizontal dimensions of the scour pit,
1.3 Jet Action
After deflection from the trajectory bucket the jet falls 
freely through the air on a path determined by the angle of 
the buckeip the velocity of flow at the point of exit and the 
effect of air resistance. Internal turbulence, shearing action 
of the air surrounding the jet and surface tension are the 
factors determining the degree of energy dissipation in flight,
I, A Scour Formation
When the jet enters the tailwater it has already been 
partially disintegrated through interaction with the 
surrounding air. The impact of the plunging jet however is 
still great 'enough to scour the channel bottom. At the point 
of impact with the bed material the turbulent eddies of the
plunging jet are deflected horizontally downstream creating 
drag forces on the credible materiel greater than the resisting 
forces, The scoured material is transported downstream to a
point where the resisting forces are greater than the drag
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
forces and a scour hole is gradually formed, As the scour
hole deepens the degree of turbulence of the plunging jet 
decreases until a point of equilibrium is reached between 
the resisting force of the bed mateiial and the drag force 
resulting in a dish shaped scour hole being formed.
1 . 5 Obie.ct of Xnvestlgatlon ;
The purpose of this study is to establish, empirical 
formulae for the scour hour configuration which could enable 
one to predict the maximum depth of scour, the location of • 
the scour hole and its contour pattern from the flow condition, 
dimensions and relative positions of spillway and basin, and. 
bed material. .
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APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
2.1 Apparatus
The model used consisted of a spillway having an o.gee-type 
weir, an 8” bucket radius, a flip-bucket angle of ^5° and a 
width of 16" with a scour basin made up of 3/d” gravel having 
a specific gravity of 2 .65. Manometers placed at the upstream 
and downstream ends of the basin and at the head tank were 
used to record water levels, Plows were recorded through the 
use of an electronic flow meter. The physical arrangement is 
shown in section and plan in Figures 1 and 2 respectively,
2,2. Procedure
Two sets of observations were conducted within a flow
range of 0,76 c.f.s to 2 .30 c.f,s. In the first set the flow
was varied from the lowest' value which would cause a measurable
amount of scour in .the basin to the highest value, within model 
limitations, to produce the maximum amount of scour. As the
scour hole formed, the scoured material which was deposited 
directly downstream from the scour hole was removed. At the 
end of two hours the maximum, depth of scour was measured by 
means of a sounding rod. As the water drained from the basin, 
the elevation of the receding water level was monitored with 
the sounding rod; strings were placed around the scour hole
h.
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at 1" or 2 ." intervals to mark the scour hole contours *
In the second set of observations the object was to create 
a no scour condition or to create; a condition of complete 
energy dissipation in the tailwater with no scour hole 
formation. This was accomplished by fixing the tailwater gate 
at a different elevation for- each observation and then varying 
the flow for a particular observation and recording the flow 
at which the scouring action caused an Initial displacement 
of the bed material.
2.3 Expert me rs tal Erro r s
The dial graph of the electronic flow meter was graduated 
in divisions of 5° USGPM resulting: in graph readings of an 
accuracy of about 10 USGPM, Fluctuating water levels in the 
head tank and scour basin resulted in manometer readings being 
taken to the nearest 1/8*'. The bed. level readings, because 
of the size of the gravel and the Inherent uneveness of a 
composed bed could be .considered accurate to the nearest 1/d”.
5
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CHAPTER 3
MAXIMUM DEPTH OF SCOUR
3.1 Factors Affecting the Maximum Det>th of Scour
The maximum depth of scour was measured from the tailwater 
level to the bottom of the scour pit in the set of observations 
where scour was allowed and. from the tailwater level to the 
top of the gravel bed in the no scour condition set of 
experiments.
The significant variables affecting the maximum depth (Dm) 
of scour are q, H f Vs, g, d , 9 , yj and ct where
q = discharge in cubic feet per second per foot width 
of spillway
H = difference in elevation between upstream and 
tailwater levels 
Vs_ velocity in feet per second at a section through 
the point of maximum scour action 
g = force due to gravity 
d = mean diameter of the bed material 
(? - mass density of the fluid 
y U = dynamic- viscosity of the fluid 
c< = flip bucket angle in radians
The following relationship can be written:
f(Dm , q, H, Vs , gf d, %ju , oi) = o (3.1)
/
 ^ 6
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Application of Buckingham* s Theorem yields six dimensionless 
parameters,
f &L-, Ik.., _.Q_, <x , (LXskm ) = o (3.2)
\ H d gDm vjDjn /v / . ■
Combining dimensionless'terms
(3.3) 
(3. )
r-1
2
gl).
ci2
gHJ
The functional relationship can be written.as
_a!_, _2_, o<, £ ^ 2 a \  „ 0 (3 .5)
H gHJ d J
Re arranw inw
i , o ( ,  ^ M » )  (3.6)
H Igil J d / J  J
3,2 Prop Number
2
The dimensionless term _A __ formed by multiplying the
:. ' gil3
Proude number with two other parameters is analagous to the 
‘drop number* developed for free overfall (straight drop) 
spillways (1), .
3,3 Reynolds Number
The main disturbing force on each stone in the bed is 
the form drag* The Reynolds number .can be used as a measure
7
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of the T o u h  drag coefficier.b, Beyond a value of the Reynolds
number of 1000, based on the moan diameter of the gravel, the
reproduction of 'the drag coefficient in the model and the 
prototype, the Reynolds number then does not have to 
be equal so long as the flow is fully turbulent with the Reynolds
No. greater than 1000, The model Reynolds number at the 
end of each observation varied from 10,700 to 25>700 with an 
average value of 15*^00,- which is well within the fully 
turbulent region. Since the value of the Reynolds number 
is greater in the prototype , its effect is even less " 1
significant , and can be eliminated from the'functional 
relationship of. equation (3.6). The significant dimensionless 
parameters can now be written as
where K0 , Kg, Kp and K3 are empirica... constants determined 
from experimental observations.
drag coefficient remains constant (2),. For the correct
2
(3.7)
3.8 Empirical Equation for the Maximum Depth of- Scour
The functional relationship of equation (3.7) can be 
represented in an empirical equation of the form
(3.8)
The results of Scholilitsch (3) indicate that a doubling
8.
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of unit discharge increases the depth of scour bp approximate] 
S O i and that an increase in H of about six times would, have 
to be affected, to create the same increase in the depth of 
scour, Experimental observations presented in Table no,] 
shovr that with a *J-5 degree angle flip-bucket a doubling in 
flow results in an approximately $0% increase in maximum 
depth of scour while a tripling of flow resulted in an 
approximate’ increase in the maximum depth of scour of 80% .
Based on the foregoing, and the previously stated 
assumptions as a premise., the following non-dimensional
equation was found;
D I  „2 \ ,30 f  TT  ^.10/  ^,36
± U - =. 3.693 M U y -  O f -  U  (3.9)
Simplifying
,60,T.2C> ,36
r>m = 1.301 _2 X t °6  (3.10)
For c<= 30 -
n , 60it . 2 0
Dm = 1.030 _S---X  (3.11)
d '
For oC~ b5°f>
o .60r.20
Dm = 1.193 X ---X , —  (3-12)
d *JA
A plot of calculated vcrsu■ observed values for Dr,i and 
Dm/H are presented, in Figures (16j and ( 1 7 )  respectively,
9
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CHAPTER k 
SCOUR HOLE CONFIGURATION
k .1 Jet Trajectory Length
The length of jet trajectory Lj is the horizontal distance
between the edge of the spillway and the point of maximum 
depth of scour, Neglecting the effects of air -resistance 
it- is.' assumed that when the jet leaves the spillway it acts 
as a freely falling body in the air following a parabolic path 
having a constant horizontal velocity and a 'gravity accelerating 
vertical velocity. When the jet enters the tailwater the 
assumption that the -effects of the surrounding fluid are 
negligible is no longer valid and the path of flow cannot be 
assumed' to be totally dependent on gravity. It is assumed then
that the path of the submerged jet .continues on a tangent to 
the parabolic jet in air at the point of entry of the jet
into the tailwater and also that the path of the lower nappe 
of the jet intersects the maximum depth of scour.
The total, length of trajectory, Lj , with .an. initial velocity 
V0 is the sura of the horizontal distance the lower nappe of 
the jet travels up to the cross-over point of the axis of the 
lower nappe of the jet with the water surface, Lft, and. the
horizontal distance the submerged jet travels from the point 
of entry into the tailwater to the point of maximum depth
10
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O i- SCO'Qx* $ t-
The initial velocity of the jet, VG , was calculated by 
applying Bernoulli's equation to the upstream tank reservoir 
and at the base of the flip-bucket, neglecting the velocity 
head in the tank and assuming that the head loss due to 
friction between the two sections was negligible.
Taking as the' centre of coordinate axes the point of 
exit of the jet from the spillway lip, vrith the ordinate, 
positive in the upward direction the equation for the trajectory 
of the lower surface of the free falling nappe is
y ?M0 -'~cos*o<
x + x tan«k (4.1)
where x and. y are coordinates of any point on the lower nappe,
At the point of entry of the jet with the water surface
x - L and. y s dm where d_ is the .vertical distance from, the A T T
lip of the flip-bucket to the .tailwater level. Substituting
in equation (4,1) and solving for ,
(4.2)2 2 - V, cos'ck 2■fcs.nof + tnn o<. +
'O
After the jet enters the tailwater, the horizontal
distance from the point of entry to the po’int of maximum 
depth of scour is,' •
Ih,I,
m©m (■4.3)
where ■©■„ is the angle of the entry of the jet with respect
11
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to the horizontal« Taking the first derivative of y with 
respect to x in equation (4,i) , at the point (la* -d.T) t
tan'O’.
VrA: cos'ei
w tan n< (4.4)
Substituting in equation (4,3)
I/iLw
P
(4,5)
Vcf'COSh'cX
tan <X
The total horizontal trajectory length is then
Lu = La + L,., (4,6)
where LA and. Lw are given by equations (4,2). and (4,3) 
r e.spe c t i ve ly,
For a flip-bucket angle of 45° and a value of g of 
32,2 ft/sec" equations (4,2) and (4,3) reduce to
2 „ . II-. 128,8d
L'A
Ly
>0156 v0
ivv
1 + rp
V 2o
64.4La- V
(4,7)
(4.8)
A plot of observed values of trajectory length versus 
calculated values is presented in Figure (28). It can be 
seen that for all cases the observed values are smaller than 
the. calculated values. This is due to neglecting the effect
of air resistance as a retarding factor in the jet trajectory 
length and. the energy losses in the spillway bucket, The 
lowest value on the graph can be ignored since it represents
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the smallest flow that will exit from the bucket as a jet 
and as a result the frictional forces of the spillway hare 
a disproportionate effect on the theoretical exit velocity 
used in the trajectory length calculation on the assumption 
that the frictional forces could be ignored« The remaining 
points Indicate an observed trajectory length of about 95%  
the value of the calculated value, For a 45° angle flip 
bucket the model length of jet trajectory can then be 
represented by
I'j = -.95(LA + U j ) (4. 9)
where LA and Lyr are calculated using; equations (4,7) and
(4,8),
4.2 Radius Vector' Lengths at Bed Level
■ Using the point of maximum depth of scour as origin 
and assuming the scour hole to be symmetrical about a reference 
line passing through the point of maximum, depth of scour and 
parallel to the direction, of flow empirical equations are 
derived for radius vector lengths at bed level at 30 degree 
intervals.
The significant variables that were assumed to affect 
the radius vector lengths are represented in the following 
functional relationship,
' %  =: f(3, Dm , h, H, d) (4,10)
!
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where Re, « radius vector originating from the maximum depth 
of scour t9- degrees from the reference axis wi th 
the aero degree radius vector pointing in the 
upstream, direction and measured to the rim 
of the pit.
B = width of the spillway
Dm = maximum depth of scour measured from the 
tailwater elevation 
h ~ depth of tailwater 
d = mean diameter of the bed material
Introducing empirical parameters, a relationship of the 
following form may be written:
. . . x  i ' \ y
Re, / Drn-h V  / H
c ( h j ( I T )
where C , x and y are empirical constants.
Based on the experimental results and the. work of others
(4,5)» the following equations for the spillway model having
a ^5° angle flip™bucket'were obtained:
p oo p/Dm-h *31 j H '^ 0.16
■  ° - 8 j  r i r )  rir)
(^ .13)
r6o- 0,71 Bj (i.Klg)
.2d
R90=, o .6o b (d,i5)
0.23
= 0.81 B /— I
n ..Vi \0 *31 / r \0.1S
lb
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/ tv,,,.vi \ °93 / k \ *J-3
i 2 o =  ° - 9 7  V  i r )  h r )  ( 'K 1 6 )
/ T) h \ .91 / tt \ .07
B;l50. 1.25 (-~j (4.17)
/ L n g v 72 (V.18)/ D,r,-h V / H \
Rl8o^ 1 »29 B "}1~ )  ( d“y
A plot, of calculated versus observed for the above are
presented In Figures (19) to (25) .
4.3 Intermediate Depths of Scour
The intermediate depth of scour D, is the vertical 
distance measured from a point a distance r along the radius 
vector R to the bottom of the scour pit below. The origin 
of the coordinate axes is the intersection of a plane
parallel to the scour bed. level with a vertical line passing
through the point of maximum depth of scour; the ordinate with 
positive direction is taken downward, the abscissae are the 
directions of the radius vectors.
The functional relationship of significant variables can
be written as
D = f(Dm , h, r, Re.) (4,19)
Assuming that the geometric form of any scour hole profile 
emanating from the point of maximum depth of scour is a 
parabola with vertex at (0 , -Dm + h) the significant variables 
may be expressed, as
- 2 \
D = : 1.. ) (4,16)
" o* /
15
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A plot of observed, values of Intermediate depth of 
scour versus calculated values by equation (A.16) for 
observations of the 45° angle flip-bucket using r/R = 1/3 
and. 2/3 and for observations of tne 30° angle flip-bucket 
(5) using r/R ~ 1/4 and r/R = 3/4 are shown in Figures (26) 
to (21) respectively.
4.4 Typical Scour Holes
A theoretical typical scour hole configuration for the 
45 degree flip-bucket angle is presented in Figure (22) 
where q, H, h and d are given;Dm is calculated from
equation (3.12); R from equations (4.12) through (4,18) and.
D f r o m e q u.a t i o n (4' .16).
Similarly a theoretical typical scour hole configuration 
for the 30 degree flip-bucket angle is presented in 
Figure (23) where q, H, h and d are given, DrfJ is calculated
from equation (3,11), E from previously developed equations 
(13) and D from equation (4,3.6),
16
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An important consideration for the development of maximum 
depth of scour is whether or not the model has operated for 
a length of time sufficient for its formation„ Based on 
previous use of a similar model (5) a model run-time of two 
hours was chosen.
The maximum depth of scour in a non-cohesive bed material
occurs.when'the drag forces caused by the horizontal deflection 
of the jet by the bed is in equilibrium with the resisting
forces of the bed material, By inspection it was found that 
after a model running time of approximately one half hour the 
maximum depth of scour was formed * Beyond this time the drag
forces were not great enough to transport the material out of 
the scour hole but were great enough to cause suspension and 
erratic movement of bed materia], within the scour hole.
At the point of equilibrium•then, the drag forces are sufficient 
to_ keep some of the bed material in suspension but insufficient 
to transport them away from the scour pit. Any further 
increase in the maximum depth of scour at this point would
be a result of erosion of the individual particles or a 
reduction in particle size diameter caused by abrasion of
17
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the suspended material with the bed which would in effect 
decrease the resisting force of 'the particle to the point -where 
the drag forces would be capable of removing it from the 
scour pit,
5.2 Maximum Depth of Scour
5.2.1 Flip Bucket Angle 
By examining equations (3.11) and (3.12) it can
be seen that the increase in-the maximum depth of scour 
by increasing the flip bucket angle from 30° to 45° and 
by keeping q, H and d constant is approximately 16 percent, 
The increased, depth is a result of the steeper angle of 
entry of the jet into the tailwater thereby increasing 
the vertical component of the scouring action and. 
causing the jet to dig deeper into the scour bed,
5.2.2 No Soour Cond111on 
The results of the no scour condition observations
with the 45 degree angle flip bucket described in. section
2.2 are given in Table 2, In this case the maximum 
depth o-f scour at equilibrium is simply the tailwater 
depth. From Figure(18) where the maximum depth of scour 
for both cases is combined, the resulting plot 
indicates that for a given q, H and d. the maximum depth 
of scour would be the same whether the elevation of the
graved bed was such that a scour hole formed., or whether
18
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the gracel bed vrs.o at an elevation where no sccner 
occurred, It would appear then that the maximum depth 
of scour is independent of the type of bed material *
hovrever» ‘this, is not the case since in both the scour 
and no scour conditions equilibrium between the drag 
forces and the resisting forces of the ted material 
exists at the final, point of contact of the plunging - 
let and the bed, The dtssl polTou of the energy of the 
yet' is' caused by' impact with the' tsrilwater' resulting'in 
energy dissipating turbulent eddies and by impact of the 
turbulent eddies with the bed material creating drag forces 
which act on the gravel bed with the resisting force 
dependent on the particle sized and specific gravity of 
the material * If a sand bed was substi tuted for the 
gravel bed and the same q, H and d which resulted in a no 
scour condition in the gravel bed were applied to the 
sand bed, scour would form since the resisting forces 
of the sand particle-s are not as great as gravel.
The scouring action'would continue until an equilibrium 
.between the two opposing forces was.attained. Thus the 
particle size of a non-cohesive bed material is an 
important factor in the determination of the maximum 
depth of scour,
19
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5 .2>3 Other DSib'-ri2-lc' 5?r JiPe Maximum Depth of Scour
Veronese - U . S , B , R (I.) » Khosla (6), arid Schoklistoh. 
(?) have suggested the following equations for maximum 
depth of scour at equilibrium, The units are the same 
as those of this paper unless otherwise noted,
0.5‘t 0.22 5 _  ^
Veronese-USBR s Dffi = 1.32 q • H ‘ (5.1)
Khosla j D,T( = K (5.2)
fl/3
1 / 2
where f = 8d is the Lacey silt factor and. <3 is 
expressed in inches and K is an empirical, coefficient 
with a known range of value from 1,5 to 2,1,
0,57 0 5
Schokl i tsch : Dm - 2ii£_g_   (5-3)
-I 0 . p .c
arxim
The above equa.tions were used to calculate the maximum 
depth of scour using the data of the observations of
the ^5 degree flip bucket angle; spillway. The results 
are plotted in Figure (18), The calculated values are 
in all cases lower than the observed values, A possible 
explanation is the omission of the flip-bucket angle as 
a variable in all. three equations. As previously 
discussed the depth of scour varies with an increase 
in flip-bucket angle. Assuming this to be valid each 
of the above equations are true for a specific angle 
of flip bucket which is less than -^5" Another 
interesting, feature apparent in Figure (IB) is the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
similarity of the plots for each particular equation»
5.3 length of Try joctory
The mode], jet trajectory lengtA riven by equation (*!•. 9) 
will probably not occur with prototype lengths because of 
the greater effect of spray formation, air resistance, and 
the higher velocity prototype jets experience« It has been 
suggested that prototype trajectory lengths are approximately 
5.u less than model jet trajectory lengths, (3)*
5«-1 Pcon.r Hole Configuration
Typical scour holes for the 30 and IS degree angle flip 
bucbets plotted from the empirical equations presented in 
Chapter 1 are presen ted in Figure?' (29) and ( 3 0 )  respectively, 
In both cases the point of maximum scour is downstream from 
the geometrical centre of the scour hole with the 15 degree 
angle flip bucket scour hole, closer to the center, This 
indicates that the scour hole becomes more circular as the 
flip-bucket angle increases,
5,5 Hffeet of Remold s HumberzL,,. „.zL —   -.,,..■^,^,^1— —    
An attempt to determine whether-the basin Reynolds Ho, 
had any significant effect on the maximum scour hole depth 
had also been made. The scour hole Reynolds Ho, is defined 
as VgH/v } where the velocity ( V s ) and the hydraulic radius. 
(R) refer to the cross-section where maximum scour occured, 
These cross-sections with the corresponding longitudinal 
profiles are given in. Figs (10) to (Ip),
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No positive conclusion can 'be drawn v/ith regard to the 
Influence' this parameter has. on the ] imi ting scour hole dept'-' 
since all model flows were within the fully turbulent region.
Jit  ^Apnlication of Results
Knowing the range of spillway flows and ehe composition 
of the downstream river bed the equations presented could be 
used in pro to type design to determine the bucket lip elevation 
for a no scour condition in the river bed based on the maximum 
depth of scour caused by the mawimum design flow of the spillway 
and based on the corresponding tailwater depth, determined by- 
downstream channel character!sti.es. If the spillway lip elevation; 
eras fixed the rnini.mum tailwator for a no scour cond.ition could 
be determinede
If a no scour condition Is not feasible then a pre-exoavatad 
scour hole could■be provided to accommodate the scouring action 
of the jet. The dimensions of the pit would be dependent on 
the jet trajectory lengths and scour hole eonfIgurations.
Equation (3*9) includes all the significant d.iinensiorlese 
parameters and should have general application. An area of 
further study however could perhaps be the verification of the 
exponent for the flip-buchet angle since only two were used in 
this study. Application of the equations for in.termedia.te depth 
of scour and radius vector lengths should be kept w 1thin the 
correspondirg prototype flows us-d in the model study wi th the 
principle of superposition applied to determine prototype scour 
hole configuration.
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5*? Correiatlorj ion t s
Multiple and individual, correlation coefficients for e 
equation presented in this study are c-ivcn in Appendix G,
/
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APPENDIX B. 
Scour Hole Contours
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Scour Hole Cross-sections
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VSPILLWAY
Dt  ^1-97
BED MATERIAL. : 3/4" GRAVEL 
RUNNING TIME = 2 HRS. 
q. = 0-61 CFS/FT.
H = 2-92 FT.
LONGITUDINAL ® CROSS - SECTION
•40
3 22'-
1119
S P I L L W A Y
19"
Dm - 1-40 h= 1-21
FIG. 10 'TRANSVERSE C R O SS-SEC TIO N
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BED MATERIAL: 3/4 "GRAVEL.
RUNNING TIME = 2 HRS. 
q, = O’ 8G CFS/FT.
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Ds =•57
19
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BED MATERIAL- 3/4 " GRAVEL. 
RUN Hi LG TIME '■ 2 HRS, 
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SPILLWAY
. I ip
Dm = 2 -2 8 ' h  = 1-32'
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FIG. 12
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BED MATERIAL1 3/4 GRAVE 
RUNNING TIME : 2 HRS. 
q, = 1-30 CFS/FT.
H = 3'02 FT.
Dt = 1-84
SPILLWAY
Dm = 2-39
TRANSVERSE ^ CROSS-SECTION
FIG..
65
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BED MATERIAL^  3/4" GRAVE!. 
RUNNING TIME : ?. HRS. 
q, = 1-57 CDS/FT.
H 3'0S FT.
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5-00'
19
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:
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BCD MATERIAL • 3/4"GRAVEL 
RUNNING TIME = 2 HRS. 
q, - 1-84 CFS/FT.
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Dm.= 2-54
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APPENDIX D,
Graphs of Observed and Calculated 
Values of Experimental Results
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Theoretical Scour Hole Cross-sections
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tl.cm of Experimental
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TYPE ; .WITH REMOVAL OF r E. UO SrrRO  TCATJ.OHTAI..- SPILLWAY U1DTH : 1.6"
BED UA IE R I AD : 3/5" OFAY 21, BUCKET MAD TUB ; 8".
FLIP BUCKET AFGT.fi t YD"
‘
TKEPT. Q
"....~~.T
!r\ i E ■ h
DEPTH
-Bn
OF
(ft
3C0UB , 
.)
Dra/H
- No. - UUGPU - ofs/ftj ft .. . ft. OBS. CALC . . OBS. . CALC , .
1 365 0 .61 2.92 ' :u,2i 1.3-0 ‘1*55 0 .3-8 o . 50
2 515 0,8 6 2.82 1. A 7 2 o 0 A 1.73 0,?2 0,63
J 675 1,13 2.83 1 . 32 2.28 2,09 0.81 0 .75
-5 ? 80 1 .30 3 . 0 2 ,1.33 2.39 2,31 0.79 0,76
5 55c 1 = 57 3.0 6 1 *37 2 ,5-3 2 .59 0.81 0,85
6 1100 • 13 85. 3 = 05 1,3-3 2,55 2 .85 0,83 0.93
TA BLE No. 2
TYPE ’ i NO SCOUR ALLOWED - SPTLLEAY WIDTH : 16"
BED MATERIA I., ; 3/5" GPU VIE!., . BUCKET RADIUS s 8 ”
. - FLIP BUCKET ANGLE ; 6-5
- EX.FT, 9 q 'H h
DEPTH
A,
OF SCOUR, 
(ft.) V H
- No . II SOPH cf s/ft, ft. ft. OBS, CALC . OBS, CALC .
7 5-05 0.6? ■2*93 1.25 1.25 1 *55 0.52 0,53
8 5-20 0,70 2.73 1.5-2 1.5-2 1.56 0,52 0.57
9 3-90 0,32 2,9-5 1.73 1 ,73 1 ,.68 0.71 0.68
10 560 0,93 2 .20 2,0-5 2.05 ].. ? 8 0 .93 0.8],
11 810 1.35 1,96 2.37 2,37 2. ] 7 1.21 1.11
BA
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ICXPT.
No,
B 
in,
T?„,
""B
.1. }. 1 fi
Mate-
n■•a
U 8G pM
■ q.
cfs/fl
H
ft.
h
in.
Depth of 
Scour 
Dm(ft)
(OR,) ■ OBS. CALC . QBS . CALC .
la ii 2 ^ 12 1/1-" 250 0«28 2.93 1.50 0.88 o'. 8 9 0.30 0 .3:1.
2 a 21- 12 1/1-" 360 0 ,1-0 2.96 0.50 1.02 1,11 O.3I 0.33
3a 2l- 1 2 1/1-! 150 0.50 . 2,98
CO00 1.2.1- 1.2 7 0 .1-2 0 . ^  3
la 2.1- 12 i/l" 650 o,?3 2,97 6,38 1.51 1.58 0.52 o*53
5 a 2l- 12 i/l» IO5O 1.18 2.81 9*50 2.19 2.09 0.77 0,71
6a 21- 12 3/1n 250 0.28 . 2.75 6.00 0.7 7 0.79 0 .28 0.29
7a 21- 12 3/1'" 50 0 0,56 2 .65 9«25 1.27 1.18 0 .1-8 0 .1-5
8a 21- 12 3/1! 750 0 .81 2.1-212.25 1,61 1.1-8 0 .6? 0 .61
9a 21- T2 3/1" 1000 1.1.3 2 . 92 8 .00 2 , 01 1.82 0,69 0.62
10a 21- 12 3/1” 1250 1.1-1 / 2«8 8 9.. 50 2.27 2,02 0.79 0.72
l'!a :i 6 8 l/l” 350 0.59 3,1-6 7,50 1 . 65 1.. 11 0 ,1-8 0 . h p® 1 i -
12a 16 8 1/1" 500 0.85 3. lo 9,38 2 ,00 I .89 C) .59 0.56
13a :i.6 8 1/1"
!
750 I .27 3.32 12 ,00 2,23 2 2 F 0 .67 0 .68
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16a 16 0O 1/1" 1000 "1.1 „ r;0 e 1 O.J ? 2 15 113 2 . 12 2 , 65 0 ,76 0 nc O J
1.5a 16 8 3 / 131 250 0 }t.O O 38* .j ■ ©88 0 O 94) O 5 5 “1J, .11 n ,26 0 .33
.L C ■ 16 8 3/1" 500 0 085 ->. J *25 O * ‘V, J 3. ,86 1 , 68 0 ,57 0 K "} 6 O
17a 16 8 0  //< J ? J/ 750 1 0  nts O j-' 3 21© .1. 11 O r* ? ,08 2 ,00 0 . 85 0 ft 62
18a 16 8 3/1” 1000 "1 .70 ■ 3 08f; W 0.' 13 . 50 9 * 29 2 .31 0 n ) ift / *'} 0 0 •< « / u
15) a 2 1 12 1 /ln 150 rsv;• 51 2 Q 2 ] b- ©00 1 . 17 *1J... .27 0 o n« ^  72 0 /.to © 0  j
20a 21 12 1/1” 190 0 .21' 0<r.- ,90 8 « O 0 • 69 0 • 75 0 P h& t., -2 e n o
21a ' 21 12 1/1” 265 0 «30' 2 *93. 10 i;o* 0 1 .■ 0 ,88 0 no* 52 ‘ y 0 ,30 0 31
22a 2:1 12 1/1" 370 0 «38 2 , 96 X 2 ,25 1 * 02 1 ,08 0 .31 0 ft ^  O
23a 21 12 1/1” 650 0 *73 2 0 7• S I 17 '3 n X ft 3® 1 J 1 .58 0 . 19 0 o 3
2 la 16 8 1/1" 350 0 *59 '*10 I.l 3 • ■ a
7
* C D 1 6 [J) e 1'7 1 .11 0 1(0 ft ‘ i-o 0 )\,oe -r
25a l6 8 1/1" . 21 0 0 .33 3 . 18 5 ©88 X ©06 1 n o 0 ,30 0 9 O• -• ^
Ota, 16 8 1/1” 500 0 8 c 3 , 10 Q O Dif J'~' 0 . 00 1 .77 0 .59 0 .5?'
27 a 16 8 1/1"' 750 I .28 0a .33 12 ©00 2 a a 2 . 26 0 ,67 0 ,60
28a 16 8 1/1" 1000 1 .71 J * 2  0 1.1 1 0ft -1 J) 7 . 12 2 .67 0 • 75 0 ,83
i
1
t
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rH3IpL4:A‘ 3 
MAXIMUM DEPTH OF SCOUR CALCULATED FROM
EQUATIONS DEVELOPED BY VBR0NE3E~U.S ,B ,R .,KH03LA ADD SCHOKLITCCH
c<= 45° d *= .0625?
.OBSERVED
■EXPT. Q q TIi l h
DEPTH OF
■ No . USGPM cfs/ft '> t~1 V P ft,
SCOUR ft.
1 ■ 365 0.61 2.92 1.21- 1.40
2 515 0.86 2.82 1 .5? 2.04
3 675 1.13' 2.83 1.32 2.-2 8
A ?80 1.30" 3.02 1.33 2.39
5 9 To 1 :'nJ. » / 3.06 1.37 2.48
6 1100 1.84 3.05 1.53 2.54
7 405 0.67 2.93 1.24 1.24
8 420 0 .70- 2.73 1.42 1.42
9 if 90 0.82' ■ 2.15 1.73 1.73
10 560 0.93 2.20 2.04 - 2.04
11 
^ ..1
310 1.35 1.96 2.37 2.3?
CALCULATED DEPTH OP 
SCOUR (ft.)
VERONESE KH03LA SC HO K LIT SC II
1.29 0.71 1.15
1.54 0.90 1.39
1.78 1.08 1,64
'1,95 1.18 1.79
2.16 1.34 2 ,00
2.36 1.49 2.18
1.37 o.?7 1.23
1.37 0.79 1.23
l . 45 0.87 1.31
1.52 . 0.95 1.39
1.81 . 1.22 1.67
VERGES SE.HJ3BE
D,,, = 1,32 q0 *-5^ H° * ^ 25
KUOSLA
v>m - f = Sd^j1^2 (Lacoy silt factor);
f
SHODLITSCH
0 0.57 0*2
i) = xI
K(empirical coef.) assumed ~ 2.1
d-mm0.3;
6?
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DATA AND CALCULATED VALUES OP DAB1U8 'TECTODS 
B = 16" BUCKET RADIUS ^ 8 ,f o< ^ '|A°
EXFT« 
.No .
4
5
6
OBSERVED VALUES IN FT.
0
0. To
1 tfp
1.71
1.77
2.08 
2.03
u 30 B60
0,586x33
1.63 
1 , 4 
1.-83
I .09
0.96 
1.29 
1.64
2 ,021,71
1 .0 Q1 ■ ■
jlon
0 s 6? 
0,01 
1,26 
1.73 
1.77
1
R120
0 .60 
0,9-1 
1.27 
1.71
2 .00 
2 .00
] 7C1 •■'180
0,630 .86 
1,001,08 
1 ,251,19
1.7: 1.60
1.731,60
1.7', 1.75
CALCU1ATED VALUES IN F T .
r?0
0 a 3 /' 
1.05 
1.84 
2,01 
S'i -1 Ou3 e . ..
2,09
A), 36 
1.03 
■1.78 
1 ,9S 
2,06 
Oi l
{6c
0 .34 
0.94
1,65
1.84
1.90  
1.88
- ■-90 P
o.3*<
0.9c
1, 6 j
!D
)0
1.82
1.87
1,8°
120
0,80
.91
1, So 
2 087 
1.91 
1.83
T50
0.35 
o, 8 6 
1.62 
:i73 
1.82
■RlCr
0,33
0.86 
1.57 
1.7 3 
1.78 
1 ,71
0.31
0 ° ; R_ .849 B
30° J Ron = ,806 B
60°: R6q = .706 B
n l ° , l 6
120° 1 B-, 20:= ,966 B I Ilpori!
150°: 1^50-1.247 B 
180° t R]so=l»28? B
D ™ ha
0,18
0 .91il;n -* n
0. oil­
s'8
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OBSERVED ADD C A KARA. TED VALUES OF SD ? FOR r/Jl ^ 1/3 
K  = 3-5° B ,, X6! IIB  ^8S1 ci ~ s0625*
,e x p t c
. N o .
OBSERVED VALUE S OP s D ‘ (ft.) " ^ CP-l , 
-(ft.)
- 0° 30° 6o° 90° 120° . 150° 180" AVE .
1 O'. 17 osi? 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.16 0,17
.
0 .21
2 0. A5 0.6.5 0/18 . 0 ,96 0 .87 0.50 0 Ijv 0 0.87 0 ,28
3 0,85 0,83 0.75 0.67 O.TS 0,71 0,79 0 .7/ 0 ,68
A 0.93 0 ,98 0,98 0,79 0 .79 0,81! 0,90 0.88 0 .87
5 1 .0/ 1 .03 1.01 0,91 0.78 0,92 1 ,0 0 ' O.96 1.08
6 1,02
— ...............
1 ,03 0.93 0 ,89 0,78 0.97 1 ,0/ O.9/1- 1.26
TABLE No, 7
OIAADBKD .TDD CAI,CU1ATED VALUES CP * D» FOR r/A = 2/3 
< X 3-5° B = 16" Rb = 8" d == ,0625s
■-EXPT. OBSERVED VALUE -3 OP *D * (ft.) ‘ cal,
• ' No . . 0 ° 30° . 6o° . 90° , 120° 150° - 180° AVE „ (ft.)
]. 0 A!,/ 0 . 1/ 0 .11 0.11 0.10 c .11 0 .0? ’ 0.11 0 .13
2 0 .13 0 .07 0,38 0,32 0.2 5 0 .29 0.33 0.25 c.l? '
3 0 f- 0* K 0 . 50 0 * / 6 0,38 0.29 0 -.29 0.50 0 . / 3 0 . / 3  :
/ 0 r'8 _/ .50 0 ,50 0 .35 0,39 0 ,/e 0.38 0 .15 0 .5 A-.
5 0 ,?/ ,ry ,?1 0 .75 0.5/ ■ 0.31 0 . 1.8 0.51 0.57 fi C R
6 0 .81 0 • 75 0,67 0.55 o ,39 0 .16 0 .67 0.59 0 .79 ,
D (D^-h) / l ^ K l  
A R 2
D]T! = 1.301
.60 TT« 20 ,.360 ll cA, '. . . _ _ _ _
R ™ (DJKiK^T
,,
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TABLE No. 8
OBSERVED AND CALCULATED VALUES OF *D' FOR r/R^ = 1/4
c< - 30°
Dm= _ pEV£ Dr,l
_■6on . 
1.301 a___*L
d •
2(k-
10 .
36
% =: Dm-h"h m ) '
EXP. B r b Bed o b s e r v e d'v a lu e s OF DTW (in .)
1 h1
i
! da v e DSAL
mat, i -- l . i IN.
I
- No. In, in. OR. 0° 1 30° 60° : 90° 120° 150° 180° AVE. !. rt.i
ft.
la 24 12 1/4" 9 38 ; 10.38 10 .63 '10.38 10 .38 10 .63 10 .63 10 ■ 34 ; 4.50
1 ,
1 0.49 0 .49
Pa 2k 12 1/4" 9. 50
1
i 11.50 11 .50 '11.50 11 .50 11 .00 11 .00 11 .21 4.50 j 0.56 0 • 70
3a 2 k 12 1/4" 12. 88 112 .38 13.38 '13.88 13 .88 12 ,88 12 .88 13 .23 5.38 1 01 • 55 1°• 77
4a 2 k 12 1/4" 16 38 116) .13 16 .13 ’16.38 15 .88 15 .38 15 .38 15 .95 6.38
1
1° .7?
0 • 99
5a 2k 12 1/4" 85. 25 1 24 .25 23 .25 ;22 ,25 22 .25 24 .25 24 .25 23 .68 9.50 I1.19 1.22
5a 2k. 12 3/4" 8. 25 8 .25 8 .50 : 8.50j 8 .75 8 .75 8 .50 : 8 .50 6,00 |o .21 0 .2?
?a 2 k 12 3/4" 12. SO ; 12.25 12 .50 •12.25 12 .25 12 .25 12 .75 12 .39 9.25 I 0 .26 0 • 38
8a 2k 12 3/4" 17. 25 i 17.25 17 .25 jl7.25 17 .25 17 .25 18 .25 17 .39 12.25 ■ 0i • 43 0 .43 !1
9a 2k 1? 3/4" 20. 50 120.50 20 .50 20.25I 20 .00 20 .00 21 .25 20 .40 8.00
i
; 1.03 1 .08
10a 24 12 3/4" 24. 25 ; 24 .50 24 .00 22.25 22 .50 23 .00 25 .25 23 .25 9.50
i
l • 15 1 ,21
11a 16 8 1/4" 16. 25 f 16 .75 16.75 '16.25 16 .25 16 .75 16 .75 16 .54 7.50 ; 0 .76 0 .68
IPa 16 ' 8 1/4" 21. 38 ; 20 .88 19 .88 119.38 -18.88 18 .88 17 .88 19 .58 9.38 0 .84 1.04 |
13a 16 8 1/4" 24. 00 ; 24 .00 23 .00 ;22.?5 22 .25 22 .50 23 .00 23 .07 12.00 0 .92 1 .18-
1 4a 15 8 1/4" 26.63 26 .63 26 .13 24.13 24 .13 25 .63 26 .38 25 .67 14.13 ' 0 .96 1 •38
1.5a 16 8 3/4" 9. 38 ; 9 .38 9 .38 j 9.38 9 • 38 9 .38 9 .38 9• 38 5.88 ! 0.29 0 .53
l6a 15 8, 3/4" 19. 25 •18 .75
■
19 .25 ,;19.25 18 .75 18 .25 17 .50 18 .00 9.25 : 0• 73 0 .85 :
l?a 16 8 ;3/4" 22. 2-5 .22 .25 22 .25 :21.25 21 .25 21 .25 21 .25 21 .68 11.25 ; 0.87 0 99 |
18a 15 8; 3/4"’26. 50 ;26 .50 26 .50 25.50 24 .50 25 .50 26 .00' 25 .86 14.50 . 0 .95 1.06 ’
>7 r, 
(
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TABLE No. 9
OBSERVED AND CALCULATED VALUES OP »D* FOR r/R 3/A
D = (Dm -h)
,z\
■fe)
300 
,6otj,2o ,.36
=* 1.301 CB/£m.:h'X I H U
h
EXP. B
r b
Bed OBSERVED VALUES OF Dtw (In.
h
da v e DSAL
No.
'
tn. In
mat.
; GR ’
o° ! 30° 60° - 90° '120° ;150° 180°
I
AVE.
i
In ft. ft..
la 2A 12 1 / k " 6.38 7.88 9 13 7 .38 7 .38 6.88 6.88 7,A2 A .50 0.25 '0■ 23
2a 2k 12 : 1/A"j 7 .50 7 .50 6. 50 7 .00 7 .50 6.75 6.75 | 7.07 A .50 0 .22 0 .33
3a 2k 12 j 1/A" 6 .13 9 .38 8. 38 8 .38- 9 88 9 .38 9 .38 8 . 8A 5 .38 0 .29 0 .36
Aa ?k 12 1/A" 8 .63 7 .88 9. 38 8 .88 9 .38 9 .38 9 .38 8 .99 6 .38 0 .22 0 . A6
5 a 2 A 12 j 1/A"'
j
1A . 75 17 .00 15. 75 ; 15.25 15 .25 13 .75 13 .75 15 .07 9 .50 0 . A6 0 .57
f a 2k 12 3/A" 6 . 50'] 6.50 7.06 ! 7 .00. 7 .75 7.50 7 .75 7 .lA 6 .00 0 .09 0 .13
7a 2k 12 i 3/A" 11 .00 10 .25 11. 25 \ 10 ■25; 10 .25 10 .25 .10.75 10 .A3 9 .25 0 .10 0 .18
8a 2k 12 j 3/A" 1A .25 1A .25 lA. 50 lA .50 lA .50 lA .75 lA .25 lA .57 12 .25 0 .19 0 .20
9a 2 k 12 3/A" 11..75; 12 .00 12.00 ' 12 .00 12 .00 11 .00 11 .75 11 .79 8 00 0 .23 0 .51 ']
10a 2k 12 3/A " 15 .75 16 .50 13. 50 ! 13 .50 12 25 13 .30 16 .50 lA .A7 9 50 0 . Al 0 .57
11a 16 8 ! l/A" 8.25 9 .75 11. 75 ! 9.75 10 .25 10 .75 11 .50 10 .29 7 50 0 .2A 0 .32
12a 16 8 1/A" 1A .88 1A .38 13.88 112.38 11 88 11 .88 11 .38 12 .81 9 38 0 .29 0 . A9 !
3 3a 16 ! 8 j l/A" 16 .00 17 .00 16.00 j 1A .75 lA 50 16 .00 15 .00 15 .61 12 00 0 • 30 0 .55
lAa 15
i
: 8i ! l/A" 19 .13 19 .13 18. 13 17
.13 16 88 17 .13 ■18.83 18 .02 lA1 13 0 • 32 0 .65 |
15a 16
1 ■
8 : 3/A" 6 .88 7 .63 7.88
I ?
.88, 7 63 6.88 7 .38 , 7. A5 ’ 5 88 0 .13 0 .27 ;j
l6a 16 | 8 3/A" 11 .25; 10 .75 13. 25 ! 13 .25 13 25 12 .25 12.25 12 .32 ; 9 25 0 .26 0 AO :
17a 16 8 3/A" 15 .25 16 .25 15. 25 i 15 .25 1A 25 13 .25 13 .25 lA .68 In 25 0 .28 0 .a? ;
18 a 16 ! 8 3/A"' 20 .50’18 .50 20. 50 ' 18 .00 1? 50 17 .50 18 .50 18 .79 lA 50 0 • 35 0 .50 ;
71
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DATA POD CAIP U DAT 10 A Op JET TIPI JVC TOPY IP AG TP 
PLTp IP'C'E'T ANGLE • A50
I; , T,
0
Lj\ -- ,.0156 Vo 1 A 1 1 +  IP S  P A P
f
i>°
IP lo p p y
6A.Ala ~V0"
-'EXPT, ■ q IPi V0 dT Ip U i
--------
1-0To,
, No, ’ efts/ ft « ft. ft/soci ft, , ft. ft. ft. ft.
1 0 .6]., ‘I.. Ao 8 ,3 A 1,97 3 .A2 0 ,65 - A ,07 3 ,22 •
2 0 ,86 ' 2 ,0 A 8 e 60 IP?’3 3.A2 1 ,0:1 A. A3 A. 13
3 1,18 2 ,28 8,69 1 , 8 7 3 = 56 l.ll A. 67 9-. 5-1
A- 1.30 2«39 8,90 1.8 A 3.6 A 1.19 A „ 8 3 A. 61
5 1 .57' 2.5-8 8,96 1.82 3 = 72 l .25 A, 99 5.oo
6 • 1.8 A 2 ,55 0,20 .1.76 0 p r' .✓ ♦ J *1 *> O1 0 J C 5 .17' 5.oo
r'l( c
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TABLE Po, 1]
TYPICAL A DATA POL <X 55°
q* 1.57 cf s/f t ; . ID- 3.06 ft. 5 h-~ I .37 ft.: BED PATELLAE : 3/5" CD; ID, ID'S”
Dr,;; ( C'O. » ) = 2 t f t ,
-e- Be ■
( CCll « )
(ft.)
oAECULATED VALUES OP 5r* (ft, )
a :a  ) 1)0 D-;vo2
....
I),:::5<! d~6 T),:8" D,ALO» 11,12" IP-13"
0 2»1 2 2.12 1,95 1,80 1.61 1 .38 1.15 0.81 0,59
30 2,0c 2 .06 1.90 1.75 1*57 1,35 .1.11 0.78 0 .58
60 1.90 1-.90 1.75 1. ( z 1.55 1.25 I .03 0.72 0,53
90 1.3? ' 1,87 IE? 2 1.59 1.52 1,22 1.01 ■ 0.73. 0.52
1120 1,93 1.91 1.76 1.62 1,55 1 ,25 I .03 0,73 0.53
150 1.82 1.82 1.67 1.55 . 1,38 1 A) 8 0,98 0,69 0.53
180 *1 *'-) O 1, ( 1,78 1,65 1.51 1.35 1 .In 0 AT 6 0,68 0 .50
TA B ID  No. 12
TY PICAL SCOUR EOLE DATA POD o( - 30°
I ,2 8 c £ > / f f j '  II,3«32 ft, 1 h,l,00' ft<; BET) MA.TEBIAL ; 1/5" G B , ; B^Ib”
Drfl(cal.) - 2.26- ft.
. -0.
. (cal.)
(ft.)
CALCULATED VALUES OP »r* (ft. )
<(des. ) , D~-011 D=2! D=5" D,:6 " Dx=8" T.PEXO1 D---A2" D=--l5"
0 1,88 1.88 1.75- 1.62 1 0 5-7 ;_
! O 1.09 0.86 0.51
30 1.81 1.81 1 .68 1.56 1 5 1 1,25 1.05 O .83 0.5-9
60 1.61 1 .61 1.50 1.38 1.26 1.11 0.93 O .75 0.53
90 1.59 1.59 1.58 1.37 1.25 1.10 0,92 0,73 0.53
120 ' 1.55 1,55 1 ,35 1,25 1.12 0,99 0.85 0 ,66 0.39 ;
150 1,2.7 l . 27 1 ■. o 8 1 ,09 0 ,99 0.83 n , 9 A 0 \_
n CO 0.35
180 1.22 1.22 1.13 1.05 0.9 5 0.85 0.71 0.56...... 0.33 :
I) (Drn.»h )
t.0 Dm-Ti
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2- . Her.derso’:, F , h », 0p_e:n_CIutvr] 'Atruv J 9 6 ? ,
3~ Slevatorslci» E*A», Tr.9^ jo^ /,tory_Buc'l'e.2. Tuyme^Enerrry
Dlssipr. ■: ins, American Society of Civil Any inner s s 
Irrigation, Pipe Line e.r.d Poner Division,, Vol 89-, 
1958.
k-~ CIsoe, ■ 8„P , , Pad i. yam, P»P1 , Erosion. at the Lace of
Flip Buckets, Tim; Engineering Journal, Volume: 52/11, 
Novembers, 1969.
5- Padiyar, P J t! /d'c^lcn^ J:POoom_Ta!rr:y Il;ct:etc . Masters 
Thesis, University of VJinflso:*'1, Eindsor, 1969.
6- Khosla, A,N», •Pose, NIK,, McKcnvie, Taylor, E,, 
Desiyn of Ueirs on Permeable EevEs 1.1 o n s  ,
Publication Po« 12, Central Board of Irrigation, 
India, June 195*1-
'?-• Sohoklitsoh, A,, Pr event ion of Sc cur and Eneryy
■ ■ D lssioa.tlor., Tr0.nffLa.ted at the Bureau;, of declamation
Denver, 1935.
8- Laurssen, P.M., and. To eh, A., A General 3 a pel. T To cl el
Study of Scour .Around Brm.dye Piers and Abutments, 
Proceed imps, Minnesota. Iriternati.on&l hydraulics 
Convention, September 1953-
9" Ahmad. 5 N* » Mechanism of Erosion Belov TTvrhvuil 1 r    «*.«  _
T,!Pt!:8'A ■* Bnoceed in,as . Minnesota Intourrltional Pycirsvli 
Convention, Cepferlbev/ 1953.
? A
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10- Gurb'o, F»s Parbcef A,F,( Isaoberho , HAH,.
Rcbensto hi, 0sLt, Solovyova, AA'A, YucA.tnky, G,A, ,
.A y lr a r  j . i c  P . s i m o  m d  A c ’ .!  S o 'W " o f ’ .Root Pad I-;r;”i r.'tt 
Seillnays of ‘fob Hoof RcV rool o chap a stet-ions, XT 
Corgreen, International Assoc lot io.n for Hydraulic 
Research, Volume 1, 19o5»
11™ Inrornational Aecoci ation for Hydraulic Research,
Volume No. 3o fT,o:f o” and Scour Hour a Too com of 
IhrArarlto ^rcKAvu'Q.s, 1.2th CArirrese, Colorado, U.S.A.
12- Dodd:!ah, B s, Albertson, :ftt) Thomas, R.A., Scour
Prom. Jets, Procood 1 nys , Virneso t a. Internoff.oor11 
Hydra.':i 1 i c a Cor vent 1 on, Septe:nber 1953 •
13™ Kennedy, JfB,» Neville, A.M* : Basic Ste.tlet 1 o?o 1
Nethola for Bryl no era ' and. Sc iant -j s t or 1936.
13'- Langhaar, H «L« , D! man a lor al _Ar aira 1 a and 1'heory
of Hodcla, Ifaf.
15™ Charles, A«J)« , Straight Drop Spillway Sflllinp:
Bp.air, Proceedings of A.inerlcan Society of Civil 
Engineers, Journal of Hydraulics Division, Vol. 91,
1965. .
l6-~ Rhone, T„ J ,, Peterioa, A.J., ^rproved IXinnel-Snil]way'
F_1 np Rurytr'tsu Transactions American Society of Civil 
En r i n0 cr3, Vo1ame 12 6, 19 61 „
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VIA "A .flMAAAAL
19'!-3 Born on September 2b. 1 9'AA in Windsor
Onbaric, Canadas
196b High School matin, collation from. Msrnedy
Collegia bo Institnio, Windsor, Ontario*
. j) u ; Graduated from the University of Windsor 
■with a Bachelor of Applied Science (Civil 
Engineering) and. accepted as a candidate 
for Master of Applied Science at the 
University of Windsor.
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